On sluts: Be sexual first. Be a person second.
139 upvotes | 15 April, 2016 | by Archwinger
We live in a sexually liberated age. Hardly anybody abstains from sex until marriage. The few that do are
usually psycho-religious nutjobs. The majority of people, both men and women, have had one or more
casual sexual encounters, outside of any sort of committed relationship or the intention of starting one.
Birth control is highly effective and widely available, abortions are legal, and society has pretty much
accepted players and sluts as acceptable life choices that don’t really warrant shame or consequences. If
anything, it’s the sexually conservative prudes, and the virgin incels who can’t get any, that are
considered weird and get laughed at. You’re abnormal if you’re not a slut.
Sex has been taken off of its former pedestal. It’s not important any more. It used to be a very important
act done to make babies. It used to be a very intimate act between emotionally-close partners, done as a
powerful expression of love. Nowadays, sex is pretty much recreational, like playing a video game.
People go out, find a partner who’s hot enough, and have some fun because it feels good. The super-sluts
of the world swear up and down that sex is contextual – sometimes, it can just be something fun done to
blow off a little steam, but in other cases, it can still be a deeply emotional experience with someone you
love. Essentially, how you feel about sex this minute determines what the sex means, if anything. I guess
sometimes, I can play video games with my bros, but when I play them with my wife it means something
more? She kind of sucks at video games, doesn’t like them that much, and really only plays because I
want to – maybe sex really is like video games!
After turning sex into pretty much the most unimportant, purely recreational act ever, our hyper-sexual
society then stood on its head, proclaiming that sexual choice is just about the most important issue ever.
Anything that constrains female sexual choice is the devil, no means maybe, yes means maybe, and
maybe means maybe – the girl decides a few days later whether she really wanted to have sex.
And supposedly, we live in a rape culture, where the large majority of women are continuously coerced
into sex that they don’t want to have. Yes, that’s right. After fighting tooth and nail to normalize being a
slut and avoid any shame or consequence for having large quantities of casual sex, apparently, all of these
sluts are constantly having sex they don’t want to have.
Women will be the first to tell you that sex is better with a committed partner, and that the huge majority
of the time, they don’t orgasm from casual sex. So apparently, the fight to normalize female promiscuity
was a fight to allow women to do favors for men? To better serve them?
If you ask most female circles, the huge majority of women have been quasi-raped. Essentially, they
“unwillingly consented” to sexual acts with a man because that was easier than the hassle of saying no.
They didn’t really want to do the sex act, but they also didn’t want to risk a confrontation or make waves.
Sometimes, after the fact, they’ll backward-rationalize this by saying that they didn’t “feel safe” saying
no, as though they were in danger from the big strong man, even though the man made no threat or gave
any indication that he’d harm or rape the girl if she declined, and 99 percent of men wouldn’t.
That’s actually a puzzling situation, because in our modern, sexually liberated, pro-female girl-power
culture, women have no problems going after what they want, sometimes brutally. Women attend college
in greater numbers than men, obtain high powered careers if they want them, and go out and get laid to
celebrate any time they’re up for it. Women generally have zero problems turning down men. They
practically make a vicious sport of it in most bars and clubs. Some even enjoy the position of power,
sitting and allowing fuck-applicants to approach, as they blow off lesser men, then complain (e.g., brag)
on social media about how annoying it is when creeps hit on them.
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The empowered women of today have no problems telling a man “hell no” and maybe slapping him or
kneeing him in the groin for good measure, then high-fiving their girlfriends. Women today know what
they want and go for it.
But they’ve been desensitized to sex. After years of having recreational sex, sex has become completely
unimportant to them. So unimportant that it’s just easier for a woman to shrug and fuck a guy she doesn’t
want to fuck than it is to say no and risk a confrontation. Dealing with people is hard. Sex is easy.
So how does this apply to us? What’s the lesson to take from this dark state of society? Hit on women.
All the fucking time. Be forward.
Sluts don’t want to say no. Saying no is hard. If you’re forward, confident, and aggressive, even if your
game’s a little off or you’re not that hot, half the time, you might get laid anyway. Women have become
so desensitized to casual sex with random dudes that they’d practically rather be raped than have an
uncomfortable conversation.
That’s the second lesson, actually: Never have awkward, uncomfortable conversations with women. Hit
on them. Touch them. Be confident. Don’t sit around blabbing, trying to get to know a girl and forge an
emotional connection, being all awkward and invested. An awkward conversation with a guy is her
greatest fear – even bigger than rape. Just follow the standard steps: Generate attraction, escalate, isolate
her, escalate more, get her comfortable enough to fuck you, then go for it. Do the dance, go through the
motions. Eliminate awkward chats from your arsenal.
Slutty women don’t want to deal with you as a person. People are hard. Sex is easy. Make it easy on her.
If you haven't checked out The Red Pill's off-Reddit site, you can find this and lots of other content.
Here's a link.
Archived from theredarchive.com
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Comments
Meat-on-the-table • 63 points • 15 April, 2016 02:51 PM

Slutty women don’t want to deal with you as a person. People are hard. Sex is easy. Make it easy on her.
This is what men need to understand. Treating her like a person is the most counterproductive thing you can do
when you're dealing with a slut.
See, deep down she knows all she's good for is taking cum in her mouth, and when you try to elevate her beyond
that, you're forcing her to try and be worth more than just a warm hole on a cold night. This makes her feel bad,
and once a woman associates negative self-reflection with you and your presence--good luck having any kind of
sex that doesn't involve your right hand.
In her mind, on a visceral, unconscious level, only the most inexperienced of men would try and make her be
more than she is because that is a thing of value greater than she could ever bring to anyone. Let her do what
she's best at; fuck her and move on.
Archwinger[S] • 21 points • 15 April, 2016 02:55 PM

That's an interesting take on it. Ultimately, and somewhat unconsciously, women want to be treated the way
they deserve to be treated. They'll verbally say the exact opposite, but that's just a shit test to weed out losers.
If you actually demonstrate yourself to be foolish enough to value a slut, you took the loser-bait and outed
yourself. No sex for you, or at best, transactional sex.
Meat-on-the-table • 16 points • 15 April, 2016 03:03 PM

I'd even go so far as to say that you are sexual first and human almost never. So many sluts absolutely get
off on being treated like absolute shit and recoil the minute you show them any kindness.
This is why Captain Save-a-hoe is so despised by women. They recognise that only an idiot would ever
treat them as anything more than cum-buckets.
[deleted] • 11 points • 15 April, 2016 03:28 PM

Treating them nice is a DLV. Women despise nice men, they love being dominated and treated like
shit by sociopathic high value alpha men, and then being discarded afterwards.
UrsusG • 12 points • 16 April, 2016 01:21 AM

and then being discarded afterwards.
Not really, no.
Ideally, they love being dominated by sociopathic high value men and then get them to propose
and sign over the keys to the mansion and the Porsche(s).
When the latter part doesn't happen, they hope the next high value guy will be the one they can
ensnare.
[deleted] • 2 points • 16 April, 2016 01:30 AM

Aha, true. Let me reword that. They love it in the sense that it'll make them want you more
and chase you, because they can't have you. They'll want you more cause they can't lock you
down, which excites them so they love it. But they also hate it. Women love/hate alphas. They
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hate that they can't break them, they love that their unbreakable. Its like that chick who claims
to hate that you're an asshole but freaks out/loses attraction if you're ever nice. Women are
contradictions. They want the perfect alpha who is a alpha bux for them.
LadySaberCat • 1 point • 17 April, 2016 01:44 PM

they love being dominated and treated like shit by sociopathic high value alpha men, and then
being discarded afterwards.
Never really understood this bizarre concept of extreme masochism and self loathing. Sounds
more like a borderline mental illness to me and this is coming from a someone who isn't
Politically Correct and doesn't believe everything is offensive despite being friends with people
that you would expect to be very PC but they aren't. That would be like me eating tons of Kiwis
despite knowing that doing such could lead to severe health complications or even death due to
being allergic to Kiwis. It's just weird and creepy and sounds like a person who has unresolved
issues in their life.
[deleted] • 2 points • 17 April, 2016 01:53 PM

I know lady, I know. Its crazy, but my comment has merits no? The majority of women are
like that. I think they have that inner masochism cause 1) women are fucked up and their
emotions paint their reality, so whatever gives them tingles = truth to them. 2) women want
what they can't have so when an alpha denies them commitment and pump and dumps, it
makes her want him even more because it makes him look even higher value and she can't
have them. They revel in being denied access or acceptance. And yet at the same time, women
need acceptance to be happy because they base their self esteem on what others think.
Contradictory right? Women are walking contradictions lmao. But I guess that makes sense
since most women communicate with the world through a mist of emotions. Regarding the
knowing that its not good for them, they don't care. It gives them tingles and activates their
emotional responses & that's all that matters to them. All that matters to women is power,
having fun, and tingles. Even though the cock carousel is destructive to them, they don't care.
Its fun. Tingles are everything to them.
Shit like this ^ is why women were denied the vote for so long. Because for women, chaos =
fun. And that type of thinking is detrimental to a society. Also, women have low self esteem
because of their emotions (their emotions caused by being of the female gender) they base
their self esteem on everyone else, no woman is truly confident by herself. Women are
naturally self loathing & masochistic, and most women exist somewhere on the BPD
spectrum.
CQC3 • 8 points • 16 April, 2016 03:19 AM

Being nice randomly is pretty powerful actually, but you absolutely have to establish that you can be
a total "asshole" and give zero fucks about her. That way she knows if you act nice in any manner it's
purely choice and not obligation or fuckery. When I say nice, I don't mean some grandstanding beta
proclamation of love or gifts, I mean a subtle shift in tone.
[deleted] • 3 points • 17 April, 2016 01:58 PM

True. You shouldn't be beta nice, but if you're occasionally kind out of nowhere since you're an
asshole all the time, it'll freak them out and they won't be able to figure you out. Which gets their
hamster running cause you're mysterious & unexplainable and vague. Which equals tingles.
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Which equals sexy timez.
The kindness has to be from a position of power though. Even then, I still wouldn't reccomend
being kind to a woman.
[deleted] • 11 points • 15 April, 2016 03:26 PM

This. Women love being treated like the dirty lying whores they are. Even if they say they don't and its
offensive, they love it. Be alpha. Treat them like absolute dirt. Watch them stick to you like mud.
BenjiDread • 1 point • 19 April, 2016 10:23 PM

I quoted the same line in my comment before reading yours. You are absolutely right.
I marveled at how the women I was fucking became totally submissive fuck dolls and let me do anything to
them. I literally thought to myself, "This woman is happy to be a cock socket." Blew my little BP mind.
[deleted] • 19 points • 15 April, 2016 06:06 PM

Hit on women. All the fucking time. Be forward.
Never have awkward, uncomfortable conversations with women. Hit on them. Touch them. Be confident.
Good advice, and the reasons leading up to it are good. But there's another reason for it. I'd put it another way,
more broadly.
Be a man first. Be a person second.
A man's relationships with women are sexual. There's no way around it. Whenever you talk with a woman you're
not related to, there's always a sexual undercurrent to it. If you aren't capitalizing on that in some way (not
always hitting on them, but in being a man), then you're not acting as a man. You're acting as a human, or at best
as a male individual. You're not acting as a man -- a confident, dominant person of high status and male
sexuality "striding through the world without apology or excuse", in Roissy's words.
Being a man IS being sexual. "Sexual" in the broadest terms, as in "I am a man and she is a woman".
[deleted] • 15 points • 15 April, 2016 04:53 PM*

When I met my wife, she was a slut. She had a boyfriend and hid that until after we fucked (second date).
Of course, I wasn't so special that her slutty, cheating ways vanished with my awesome presence. My existence
has nothing to do with it
If they cheat with you, its a lock they cheat on you.
Archwinger[S] • 28 points • 15 April, 2016 05:35 PM

It's kind of shocking how many married men today -- even men who've never heard of The Red Pill -- if they
knew what they knew now, would never have married their wives.
[deleted] • 14 points • 15 April, 2016 05:43 PM

101percent of them
[deleted] • 12 points • 15 April, 2016 06:04 PM

why is it shocking? get burned once or twice, watch a few friends get burned, watch your fathers bet
burned... not shocked at all
Archwinger[S] • 21 points • 15 April, 2016 06:10 PM
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You know, I guess it's not. You grow up thinking that most marriages are okay, most marriages are
happy. But it's really not so.
Half of them end in divorce.
And the ones that don't end in divorce aren't necessarily happy just because nobody filed for divorce.
This isn't just some Red Pill theory -- even huffington post claims that a large portion of non-divorced
couples are horribly unhappy.
[deleted] • 12 points • 15 April, 2016 06:26 PM

Yeah. One never knows what goes on behind closed doors. But people staying together doesn't
mean the marriage is happy. I'd say there's a rough plurality of people who are "satisfied" with
their marriages, meaning there's nothing majorly wrong. And in those "satisfying" marriages, he's
getting starfish missionary once every 3 weeks; she's masturbating to 50SOG and MagicMike;
and the kid(s) have all kinds of problems, including the 15 year old daughter getting railed by a
different aspiring Chad every few months or so.
[deleted] • 3 points • 17 April, 2016 02:02 PM

16 year old here, can confirm the 15 year olds are like that. Girls my age are super slutty and
act like angels on Instagram etc and in school. And all the dumb ass dudes my age fall for it.
Overkillengine • 2 points • 16 April, 2016 07:57 AM

including the 15 year old daughter getting railed by a different aspiring Chad every few
months or so.
This is what I assume by default now whenever I see a missing female report on the newslittle idiots got hot and bothered and ran off with some strange. And because someone has
always bailed her out, the thought that it might end badly never really sinks in until it is too
late and she is a statistic.
[deleted] • 1 point • 15 April, 2016 06:11 PM

i grew up with my parents marriage being a happy one as far as I know / knew...
same with almost all their friends, and if there was not happiness, someone was a known
alcoholic, ie something major.... So I kind of thought what the hell it cant be that bad...
....
BrunoOh • 2 points • 16 April, 2016 09:40 AM

Because most men hold the belief that there are two classes of women, sloots and unicorns, and that if
your marriage goes south it's because you married the wrong one.
[deleted] • 4 points • 15 April, 2016 06:36 PM

I'm so happy I found this community before I got roped into the rape of men that is marriage.
[deleted] • 1 point • 17 April, 2016 02:00 PM

How is your relationship with her now?
[deleted] • 28 points • 15 April, 2016 03:08 PM
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[permanently deleted]
One_friendship_plz • 2 points • 17 April, 2016 02:49 AM

The harsh reality is that even your "unicorn" wants to be gamed the same way as a whore, and if that's not
working your smv is too low.
dr_warlock • 16 points • 15 April, 2016 07:44 PM*

I dont like to think of women as human beings. When I think of her as a human, i see her eating, going to bed,
pooping, peeing, brushing her teeth...... not very sexy.

I look at them as an ass to grab on to, a pair of tits to fondle and suck, a wet hole to stuff my cock, and not filled
with organs, a soul or feelings, only lust.

Objectification is much better, and we both like it.
Archwinger[S] • 17 points • 15 April, 2016 07:51 PM

Marriages often fail because the woman who once saw you as a mysterious and aloof badass has now seen
you with a receding hairline, sitting on the couch, farting in your boxers.
It's hard to respect a human. She'd rather you be her god, or at least an untouchable father figure. But put her
in a situation where the mystery's gone and she can readily see that you're just a human? And on top of that,
give her a nuclear weapon that lets her take your children and everything you own, essentially making you
the weaker party? You're done.
Neck_Beard_Fedora • 2 points • 15 April, 2016 10:28 PM

So the question is how to keep a girl especially one you love on the hook? How do you not become that
slob carting on the couch in your boxers lol
Archwinger[S] • 24 points • 15 April, 2016 11:03 PM*

It's hard work. It doesn't matter what you do for a living or how many kids you have. You work out,
religiously, lifting heavy shit to exhaustion, eat healthy, and keep your body looking like you could
go pick up a dozen sluts any time you wanted.
It doesn't matter how hard your job is or how rough things are going -- you never complain to your
wife or mention that anything is other than "fine" or "good". Because while she thinks she wants to
hear about your life, she can't actually do anything about your problems, and you'll just worry her,
and once she starts worrying about shit -- especially if it's about money -- she starts associating you
with sadness and worry and failure. You've given her ammo to start following up and asking
questions and checking up on your work, almost like she thinks you're accountable to her.
You never stop gaming your wife. She is the same bratty teenager she was when you were dating, and
you act accordingly. You never defend yourself, you never argue, you never explain, you never
rationalize. You do not report to her. She is not your mommy. She is not your boss. You are not
accountable to her. You make decisions, you set goals, and you do shit, and she's just there for the
ride. If she's not enjoying the ride, she can get off.
It doesn't matter if it's Saturday, if you work from home, or what's going on in your life -- you wake
up timely, you bathe and groom, and you dress well, every day. You don't slum around in gym
clothes or golf shirts and cargo shorts. You are always groomed and dressed and smelling great, such
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that you look like you could go pick up a hottie any time you wanted. You don't sleep in like a
teenager or laze about in your sweat pants and dirty T-shirt.
You always keep busy. You recognize shit that needs to be done and take care of it, without your
wife mentioning it if possible. You always do what you say you'll do. Never talk to your wife about
ideas or pipe dreams -- then if they don't happen, she'll associate you with failure.
You have to have fairly regular hobbies that take you out of the house to keep the mystery going.
Never let her know where you are and what you're doing all the time, as though you're accountable to
her.
Even though you're married and you need your wife for more shit than just sex, everything is still
about sex. Sex is expected. Good sex. And you constantly game, constantly flirt, constantly escalate,
and constantly initiate.
You're always on. You never get a break. If you slip up, you could lose your kids, house, most of
your assets, and a good chunk of each future paycheck for the foreseeable future. It's not fun. You
don't have a teammate, just a roommate. If you're not married, don't do it. It's way easier when you
have a dozen sluts on rotation, competing for your attention, and none of them have the trump card to
steal your kids and assets.
dr_warlock • 13 points • 16 April, 2016 01:33 AM

And what do I get for all this effort? Nothing I couldn't get from any other woman.

Ain't nobody got time for that.
VancouverSucks • 5 points • 16 April, 2016 09:09 AM

No Ma'am men's rights movement.
Bigjohnthug • 3 points • 16 April, 2016 04:47 PM

I have to disagree. I think you've exaggerated the amount of effort it takes to keep a relationship
healthy. You just need these three things:
1. Be 'dating down'. This doesn't mean in looks necessarily- you can date women far more
beautiful than you if you have more power. You can date woman far more powerful than
you if you're more desirable than they.
2. Always keep working on yourself. You should be doing this anyway. If you're a rising
asset and she's a declining asset (by nature) then of course she's going to lock onto you if
she can. Which brings us to number 3...
3. Keep her submissive. With the first two in place, she will at the start of a relationship be
submissive to you. Now against all the advice of modern dating books you have to keep
her that way. That means in bed, you're always the man taking her body and using it the
way you want. That means in life, you make any big decisions and relegate anything you
don't want to do. This isn't a democratic state; as a man you have to be the ruler of the
house.
Maintaining a relationship is some high level Redpill shit, but so long as you already subscribe to
a true TRP lifestyle it isn't much extra effort.
Neck_Beard_Fedora • 2 points • 16 April, 2016 02:09 AM
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I'm not married. Damn, fuck that.
Testiklease • 1 point • 16 April, 2016 03:39 PM

Very well written. Many of these key points are pretty standard for dealing with long term plates.
And plenty of what you said here has been iterated through out TRP and TRP blog sources.
J_AsapGem • 5 points • 16 April, 2016 12:38 AM

personally bro.. i wouldn't advise this it's not even worth it, the amount of work you have to put in
and the possibility of you getting cheated on is very high, so ask yourself if it's worth it, what i plan
on doing is just have a nice casual relation who knows maybe for like 3-6 months then when that time
has gone we had our fun together it's time to move on
[deleted] • 1 point • 17 April, 2016 02:06 PM

1) stop loving her, love is a waste of energy & emotion. Its a mating hormone, that's it. 2) always be
on guard and keep her guessing, keep your frame and game perfect.
[deleted] • 3 points • 17 April, 2016 02:03 PM

Women love being objectified, its hhilarious how they say they don't. I as well only see them as a series of
holes and a womb. Maybe a woman could be a muse for my music one day, but its all only out of lust.
mynewman2016 • 7 points • 16 April, 2016 10:29 AM

sex is terrible this days among milenials. They do not understand what sex is. For them is just a animal thing. I
know couples with dead bedroom situations in his-her early 20s!!!!
Do not buy this crap about the great sex of today people lives, it has become a pure animal and instict thing, very
fast, very rough and with no implication.
lumberjackinla • 5 points • 15 April, 2016 11:09 PM

Hit on women. All the fucking time. Be forward.
Sluts don’t want to say no. Saying no is hard. If you’re forward, confident, and aggressive, even if your game’s a
* little off or you’re not that hot, half the time, you might get laid anyway. Women have become so desensitized
to * casual sex with random dudes that they’d practically rather be raped than have an uncomfortable
conversation.
That’s the second lesson, actually: Never have awkward, uncomfortable conversations with women. Hit on
them. * Touch them. Be confident. Don’t sit around blabbing, trying to get to know a girl and forge an emotional
* connection, being all awkward and invested. An awkward conversation with a guy is her greatest fear – even
bigger * than rape. Just follow the standard steps: Generate attraction, escalate, isolate her, escalate more, get her
* comfortable enough to fuck you, then go for it. Do the dance, go through the motions. Eliminate awkward
chats * from your arsenal.
Slutty women don’t want to deal with you as a person. People are hard. Sex is easy. Make it easy on her.
Nailed it in the last part
pcadrian • 5 points • 16 April, 2016 02:52 AM [recovered]

Most guys don't understand this: you miss 100% of the shots you don't take. Even if my success rate was as
bad as 5%, I'd still approach.
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thewrightstuff88 • 2 points • 16 April, 2016 02:23 PM

You can even think of it this way. If you don't try, your rate of success is 0%, but if you do try, it goes up
50% (either you fail or you succeed). Doesn't 50% sound better than 0%? Either way, you gain knowledge as
to how to better tailor your interactions if you fail or succeed so you end up a winner in the end anyways.
[deleted] • 8 points • 15 April, 2016 03:25 PM

Slutty women? Why dont you just say women? They're all sluts.
Archwinger[S] • 21 points • 15 April, 2016 03:34 PM

You know that 380-pound, purple-haired, smelly girl with too many piercings and tattoos that nobody wants
to fuck? She's not a slut. Her N-count is probably around 2 or something, and her favorite hobbies include
jealously complaining about how slutty her friends are and how evil men are for wanting to rape her, but
thank heavens she carries pepper spray.
[deleted] • 4 points • 15 April, 2016 03:38 PM

Lmaoooo, fair enough. I would say "fuckable women" but thats subjective.
IamGale • 4 points • 15 April, 2016 11:58 PM

Sluts don’t want to say no. Saying no is hard. If you’re forward, confident, and aggressive, even if your
game’s a little off or you’re not that hot, half the time, you might get laid anyway. Women have become so
desensitized to casual sex with random dudes that they’d practically rather be raped than have an
uncomfortable conversation.
Moral of the story: Approach.
Il128 • 15 points • 15 April, 2016 03:53 PM [recovered]

It gets old. I can only pump and dump for so long and then I need a break. Tonight is going to be my last pump
and dump for a while.
It's soul crushing to know I'm never going to find a decent role model for my daughters. All they see is their
mother getting pumped and dumped three or four times a week and all the important and influential women in
their live cheer this on.
It'd be nice to share my awesome life with someone but the sad truth is there isn't a single woman out there
worthy of me. Not one.
Anyway, just thought I'd share that.
[deleted] • 9 points • 15 April, 2016 05:59 PM

Yeah..... Once I realized this, it really fucked me up.
quansau1 • 8 points • 16 April, 2016 12:57 AM

As Tyler Durden said, loosing this chicken shit job could be the best thing that ever happened to you, maybe
then you'll go out there and do something with your life. Loosing the bs ideas that don't coincide with reality
is a source of strength, if you make it so. Let the ideas of false permanence wash out of your mind like water
off a duck's back. They were never so, (chaste loyal angels)and so you have also lost nothing, only gained a
perspective worth it's weight in gold. Now you're free to attach meaning to the things in life worth doing so,
namely yourself.
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[deleted] • 3 points • 17 April, 2016 02:28 PM

Close to 0 women are worth ccommiting to or giving Amy function besides blowjobs. Unfortunate to say
bro, but even If you're the alpha patriarch with the strict boundaries on your daughters, they'll probably still
grow up to be whores on the CC. Its just female nature, I guess. Even women from super tradcon families
with alpha father figures fuck around. If it has a vagina, its gonna be a slut.
BenjiDread • 2 points • 19 April, 2016 10:17 PM

Slutty women don’t want to deal with you as a person. People are hard. Sex is easy. Make it easy on her.
This resonated with me big time after fucking three women who met me already down to fuck just because a
friend told her that I eat pussy like a boss. The first one liked it so much, she brought her cousin, then her friend
to get some. There's nothing like having a plate who will actively find more pussy for you to fuck (and I still
don't know her last name).
Having unplugged 5 months ago after spending the past 15 years in 3 BP Nice Guy LTRs I tried to wrap my
mind around these insta-fuck women, laughing to myself at how these women turned up at a stranger's house
just to find out if the sex is as good as they were told. They're shy, quiet, nervous but strip naked on cue and let
me do anything I want with them.
I thought these seemingly simple, outwardly conservative looking women would have wanted to break the ice
with a little conversation, some rapport first. . . Nope. They'd rather just cum on my tongue, slobber all over my
dick and get ridden like a horse.
Afterward, there's no expectation of a call, no attempts to keep contact, but if I tell them I'm free on Tuesday,
they show up for more depraved sex.
Sure these are just sluts right? One of them, as I'm told by her also fucked friend is relatively inexperienced but
has lots of fantasies. Yes, even a quasi-virgin will spread her legs for the promise of a few good orgasms.
And they'll go back to being that shy nervous girl after the deed is done. They don't need to know about that time
when your dig died. They just want to know if you're a good fuck. Tingles over mingles.
Lessons learned: Even mild mannered, seemingly "nice" women will cheat on their BF with a man they've never
met if she's convinced that the sex will be good. No need for pleasantries. In fact, the more you say, the greater
the risk of fucking it up. This post is dead on. I've experienced it myself.
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